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Kyoto is old Japan writ large: atmospheric temples, sublime gardens, traditional teahouses and geisha scurrying to secret 

liaisons. This is a city of  some 2000 temples and shrines: a city of  true masterpieces of  religious architecture, such as the 

retina-burning splendour of  Kinkaku-ji (the famed Golden Pavilion) and the cavernous expanse of  Higashi Hongan-ji. It's 

where robed monks shuffle between temple buildings, prayer chants resonate through stunning Zen gardens, and the faithful 

meditate on tatami-mat floors. Even as the modern city buzzes and shifts all around, a waft of  burning incense, or the sight of  

a bright vermillion torii gate marking a shrine entrance, are regular reminders that Kyoto remains the spiritual heart of  Japan. 

While the rest of  Japan has adopted modernity with abandon, the old ways are still clinging on in Kyoto. With its roots as the 

cultural capital of  the country, it's no surprise that many traditional arts and crafts are kept alive by artisans from generation to 

generation. Wander the streets downtown, through historic Gion and past machiya (traditional Japanese townhouses) in the 

Nishijin textile district to find ancient speciality shops from tofu sellers, washi (Japanese handmade paper) and tea merchants, to 

exquisite lacquerware, handcrafted copper chazutsu (tea canisters) and indigo-dyed noren (hanging curtains).
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Relish the prime location of  The Ritz-Carlton, Kyoto, a luxurious 

modern retreat inspired by a traditional Japanese ryokan, offering 

expansive views of  the Kamogawa river. Minimalist contemporary 

interiors with floor-to-ceiling windows define 134 accommodations; 

some suites offer traditional décor, including futons and tatami mats. 

The Ritz-Carlton Spa promises to melt your cares away with a healing 

atmosphere enhanced by the sounds of  a waterfall. Immerse yourself  

in local culture with the hotel’s customized Kyoto art activities. Enjoy 

traditional Italian cuisine at La Locanda, sushi at Mizuki and signature 

cocktails at the bar.

 



For a perfect illustration of  inyodo — Japanese feng shui — turn 

to HOSHINOYA Kyoto. Set in the scenic Arashiyama district 

and accessible by a leisurely boat ride along the Ooigawa River, 

this tranquil 25-room resort is fashioned in the style of  a 

traditional ryokan (Japanese inn) and exudes a sense of  pure ease 

and relaxation. The calming interiors feature heated wood floors, 

handmade wallpapers and shoji-style sliding doors; outside, 

lantern-lit stone walkways lead through serene Japanese gardens 

with cedar trees. A modern kaiseki dinner awaits in the evening; 

watch it take shape in the hands of  the acclaimed chef.
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HAKONE
JAPAN



Offering serene onsen (hot spring baths), world-class art museums, traditional inns and spectacular 

mountain scenery crowned by Mt Fuji, Hakone (��) can make for a blissful escape from Tokyo. 

Ashino-ko (���) is the lake at the centre of  it all, the setting for the iconic image of  Mt Fuji with 

the torii of  Hakone-jinja rising from the water. 
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A stay in Gôra Kadan, the former retreat of  the Imperial Family, 

Kanin-no-miya, situated in the heart of  Hakone National Park, is 

an invitation to bring your five senses to life by immersing 

yourself  in the ancient Japanese way of  life. Listen to the gentle 

swoosh of  a sliding wall made of  rice paper, smell the fragrant 

flower incense, taste the traditional Kaiseki cuisine and feel the 

touch of  silk. This calm retreat is located in an area known for its 

springs, which are heated by volcanic rocks. The suites have been 

designed in a minimalist style, and the hotel’s facilities include a 

swimming pool, a spa, and a beauty salon.

   



   

Set alongside the Sukumo River, KAI Hakone delights visitors 

with lush woodland views from its vast semi-open bath, and 

mouthwatering hot pots featuring succulent premium beef. 

Hakone is home to twenty hot springs that are known for their 

therapeutic effects. Yumoto, which supplies our semi-open baths, 

is particularly famous. Each bath hall offers a view of  Mt. Yusaka

and echoes with the babbling of  the nearby Sukumo River. Every 

KAI establishment offers a selection of  free activities designed 

to introduce guests to Japan's regional cultures. At KAI Hakone, 

activities revolve around a style of  parquetry that has traditionally 

been practiced in Hakone. The craft is known for its colorful 

patterns that make use of  the area's diverse tree population. 

Activities include tea sessions, storytelling, and even crafting 

workshops.



TOKYO
JAPAN
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Yoking past and future, Tokyo dazzles with its traditional culture and passion for everything new. More than any one 

sight, it's the city itself  that enchants visitors. It's a sprawling, organic thing, stretching as far as the eye can see. Always 

changing, and with a diverse collection of  neighbourhoods, no two experiences of  the city are ever the same. Some 

neighbourhoods feel like a vision from the future, with ever taller, sleeker structures popping up each year; others 

evoke the past with low-slung wooden buildings and glowing lanterns radiating surprising warmth; elsewhere, drab 

concrete blocks hide art galleries and cocktail bars and every lane hints at possible discoveries. In Tokyo you can 

experience the whole breadth of  Japanese arts and culture. Centuries-old forms of  performing arts still play on stages 

and sumo tournaments still draw crowds; every spring, Tokyoites head outside to appreciate the cherry blossoms – a 

tradition older than the city itself. There are museums covering every era of  Japanese art history and also ones that 

focus on the contemporary – challenging the old distinctions between art with a capital A, pop culture and technology. 

But there's a playful side to all this, too: Tokyo is, after all, a city whose public artworks include a scale model of  an 

anime robot.



  

Of  Japan’s many serene temples, the one you’ll appreciate most 

just might be your room at Aman Tokyo. High above the city 

center, with views of  the Imperial Palace Gardens and even 

Mount Fuji on a clear day, the hotel’s 84 accommodations, are 

inspired sanctuaries, created from stone, camphor wood and 

traditional washi paper. Even more balanced bliss awaits at the 

Aman Spa, which integrates herbal therapies used in Kampo or 

classical Chinese medicine. The Restaurant features a 1,200-

bottle wine cellar and five private dining rooms for an inviting 

dinner overlooking the city.



   

Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo is the only hotel in Japan to have 

achieved a Forbes Five Star rating for the third consecutive year. 

Superbly located within the prestigious business and cultural 

center of  Tokyo, Nihonbashi, the hotel offers 179 rooms and 

suites, all with breathtaking views of  the capital. There are three 

Michelin-star restaurants, featuring Cantonese, French and 

molecular cuisine. The hotel neighbors the original Mitsukoshi 

department store, as well as centuries-old shops offering 

products from traditional artisans, and is within walking distance 

of  the Imperial Gardens and Ginza shopping and entertainment 

attractions.



 

Rising above Japan’s cutting-edge capital, The Ritz-Carlton, 

Tokyo occupies the top nine floors of  the city’s tallest building 

with jaw-dropping 360-degree views. Inspired by Japanese 

intricacies and natural elements, the guestrooms reflect a 

contemporary Japanese aesthetic and furnishings. Looking out at 

Mount Fuji, the Club Lounge embodies a luxurious private 

residence, featuring four unique spaces created with different 

atmospheres for morning, day and evening. Immerse in the 

Japanese culture at Hinokizaka, where traditional cuisine is 

handcrafted daily. For true sanctuary, indulge in a Sodashi spa 

treatment at The Spa.



OKINAWA
JAPAN



Collectively known as the Southwest Islands, the Nansei-shotō (����) comprises several chains of  semitropical, 

coral-fringed isles far removed from the concerns of  mainland life, where the slow pace and unique cultural heritage of  

the former Ryūkyū kingdom endures, offering a vibrant contrast to Japan's obsession with modernity, technology and 

homogeneity. Since WW2, Okinawa-hontō, the region's biggest island, has been home to several key US military 

installations in the Pacific and a sometimes uneasy meeting of  East and West. Okinawa's bustling capital Naha and the 

sprawling resorts further north draw steady streams of  shopping, sun-seeking and honeymooning tourists from 

neighbouring Asian nations. But seekers of  nature and isolation will love the diversity and beauty of  the smaller islands, 

from Yakushima's primeval forests and craggy peaks to the turquoise waters and soft sands of  the Amami, Kerama and 

Miyako groups, and the spectacular coral, dense jungles and mangroves of  the Yaeyamas, furthest south.
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As you walk along the white sand paths connecting the pavilions 

in this resort village, you will remember that Taketomi is one of  

few areas in Japan where the scenery itself  has been preserved 

since ancient times. Like all traditional housing on the island, 

HOSHINOYA Taketomi Island pavilions feature red-tiled roofs 

with shisa lion figurines, each with a unique expression, and are 

surrounded by walls built with stones of  fossilized coral to 

protect from strong winds. Although aesthetically pleasing, these 

features, you realize, have been preserved because they are time-

tested designs for making life comfortable on the island.



PAMALICAN ISLAND
PHILIPPINES



Accessible only by private plane, Amanpulo is around an hour from Manila, yet feels a world away from anywhere, blissfully 

marooned in the middle of  the sea. Ringed by miles of  white sands that dip into turquoise waters. Its emerald-green 

hinterland shelters Casitas and Villas built into the forest canopy, perched on the hillside, or set along the 6.5km beach. The 

calm, clear seas in front of  the Beach Club are ideal for divers looking to explore the coral reef  beginning just 300 meters 

from the shore, teeming with rich marine life. Whether it is sailing or scuba diving, windsurfing or simply frolicking in the

water, Amanpulo offers an abundance of  aquatic activities off  the beaches surrounding the Pamalican Island, all available to 

novices and experts alike. On land, tennis courts and bicycles are complemented by nature walks, which take in the lush 

indigenous plants as well as the dozens of  bird species that make seasonal homes on the island and the nesting sites of  green 

and hawksbill sea turtles. At night, an astronomical refracting telescope helps get up close to the stars
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Simply sublime is the view from Amanpulo, set on a serene 

private island — in fact, the name Amanpulo means “peaceful 

island.” Lovebirds flock here for the remoteness and lavish yet 

discreet service, hallmarks of  an outstanding romantic retreat. 

There are 18 villas and 42 casitas (beach, hillside and treetop), 

each with a spacious wooden deck with lounge chairs and a 

raised Cebu marble bathtub. For the best views, ask for the 

deluxe hillside casita with a full,expansive view of  the ocean. 

Feeling active? The surrounding seas and fish-filled reef  are a 

snorkeler's and diver's dream.


